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[1] We examine the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) data and output from an ocean model to quantify mass fluctuations for the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Ocean basins from August 2002 until December 2008. The monthly spatial mean is removed to study interbasin mass exchange. We find a seasonal exchange of mass between the Atlantic and Pacific that is similar to one documented previously, although the amplitude observed by GRACE is about 20% lower than that simulated by an ocean model. There are also significant fluctuations with periods longer than 1 year. We find large interannual exchanges in 2005 and 2007, with GRACE observing yearly averaged mass anomalies in the Pacific that are about 30–40% larger than simulated by a model. This is shown to be from significant interannual mass losses from the Indian Ocean that are observed by GRACE but not simulated by the model. A longer run of the model, from 1976 to 2008, suggests that such interbasin mass exchanges are a regular occurrence and can last for as long as a couple of decades.


1. Introduction

[2] Several investigations have used the multiyear record of the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) data to examine changes in sea level associated with exchange of mass between the ocean and the continents and atmosphere [Chambers et al., 2004; Lombard et al., 2007; Willis et al., 2008; Leuliette and Miller, 2009]. Although there are still significant differences in long-term trends depending on which model of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) is used, all the studies agree that there are significant global-scale changes in ocean mass on periods between 1 and 4 years. While the time-varying mean ocean mass is a fairly obvious first-order fluctuation in the data, there are also more subtle large-scale ocean mass variations that should have been visible.

[3] Fluctuations resulting from wind-forced redistribution of mass from one ocean basin to another have been simulated by ocean models but have not yet been discussed in light of the new GRACE observations. Such mass exchanges will have no net global signature. However, averages over basins like the Pacific and the Atlantic will show sizable anticorrelated fluctuations. Stammer et al. [1996] first noted that there were seasonal, out-of-phase fluctuations in averaged ocean bottom pressure (OBP) over the Atlantic and Pacific oceans in output from an ocean model. They also noted small, but significant, 2 year trends in averaged bottom pressure of the entire Atlantic and Pacific basins that were out of phase, although they could not be sure that it was not due to spurious drift in the model. Ponte [1999] performed a more detailed study and demonstrated that the most striking features of the seasonal fluctuation are positive correlations between the Atlantic and Southern oceans and a negative correlation between those basins and the Pacific and northern Indian oceans. Thus, when OBP increases in the Atlantic and Southern Ocean during the northern winter, OBP decreases in the Pacific and Indian oceans by a comparable amount. The pattern reverses 6 months later in northern summer. This indicates significant interbasin mass exchange, which Ponte [1999] linked to small changes in the net transport associated with seasonal changes in the zonal winds in the Southern Ocean. As he noted, a change in net transport of less than 0.1 Sv is all that is required to raise sea level by 1 cm in 6 months over an area roughly the size of the Atlantic basin. This is a small fraction of any component of the net transport in the Indonesian Throughflow or across the Drake Passage, for instance.

[4] More recently, Stepanov and Hughes [2006] predicted significant mass exchanges between the Southern Ocean and the Pacific at nonseasonal periods longer than 100 days in a barotropic model. From experiments with changing the topography in the model, they concluded that the mechanism for the transport was the balance of wind stress by form stress in the Drake Passage. In the model used by Stepanov and Hughes [2006] the Southern Ocean bottom pressure signal was highly correlated across all sectors of the Southern Ocean at these time scales; however, it is not clear whether the correlation holds for all periods longer than 100 days, or whether it is dominated by periods between 100 days and the seasonal. As discussed in the first paragraph of section 3, we find evidence that ocean...
bottom pressure signals in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific sectors of the Southern Ocean are decorrelated on interannual to decadal time scales. Finally, Wunsch et al. [2007] also found evidence of significant decadal tends in large-scale OBP over some regions in an ocean model that assimilated altimetry and in situ data.

If such long-term changes in basin-averaged OBP (and hence ocean mass) do exist, they have important implications for interpreting sea level change and in studies of depth-averaged ocean transport. For instance, how long can these transports be sustained and what are their sizes? How large of an area do they cover? Are they related to local wind changes or to larger-scale changes in the ocean transport? Decadal-scale internal mass redistributions that cause local sea level changes comparable in magnitude to the global mean sea level signal of 1–3 mm yr \(^{-1}\) complicate the interpretation of sea level records from tide gauges.

Such large-scale, internal mass redistributions should be visible in the GRACE ocean data, once the monthly spatial mean has been removed. In this paper, we will examine a 6 year time series of ocean mass derived from GRACE data averaged over the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans and compare the results with output from a baroclinic model that is used as an a priori estimate in the GRACE processing. This model has also recently been run from 1976 to the present, so we can also use its output to quantify longer temporal variations that may exist. We will describe where the GRACE data confirm the model predictions, and, more importantly, where they do not. Before proceeding to a discussion of the results, we will briefly describe some special processing of the GRACE data and the ocean model output, then define and comment on the ocean areas we will be averaging over.

### 2. Data Processing

GRACE does not measure variations in gravity or mass directly but instead measures changes in range between the two GRACE spacecraft. The GRACE project then uses the observed variations in the range rate between the two satellites and other tracking data to estimate the values of gravitational coefficients along with other dynamical orbit parameters in a least squares state estimation problem in order to minimize the misfit between a modeled orbit and the observations [Bettadpur, 2007]. The initial state estimate is based on a number of models, some of which are not updated in the procedure (e.g., solid and ocean tides, atmospheric mass), while others are (e.g., gravity field coefficients). For ocean applications, one of the more important background models is time-variable gravity derived from a version of the University of Hamburg Ocean Model for Circulation and Tides (OMCT) forced by ECMWF winds and pressure at 6 h intervals [Thomas, 2002; Flechtner, 2007]. OMCT is used to model high-frequency (less than 1 to 2 month period) OBP variations that can cause aliasing in the recovered gravity coefficients. Details of how OBP variations are calculated from the model are given by Flechtner [2007]. In summary, the atmospheric and ocean model pressures are vertically integrated to obtain the pressure at the seafloor. Although OMCT uses the Boussinesq approximation and thus conserves volume and not mass and would cause artificial variations in OBP [e.g., Ponte, 1999], an equivalent, but negative uniform mass layer has been added to remove the effect so that the model will have no global mass variability [e.g., Greatbatch, 1994]. The integrated pressure changes are then converted to global gravity field coefficients for use with the GRACE data [Flechtner, 2007]. Our results are based on converting these gravity coefficients back to OBP using the same equations used for GRACE [e.g., Chambers, 2006a].

One should note, however, that the aliasing reduced by using OMCT is mainly at short wavelengths (<300 km half wavelength). Simulations suggest there is no significant long-wavelength, low-frequency aliasing due to errors in modeling the high-frequency OBP [Thompson et al., 2004]. Furthermore, any low-frequency error in the model should be corrected in the state estimation, so when the monthly average of the model is restored to the estimated corrections [e.g., Chambers, 2006a], the full ocean gravity variation is observed correctly. Thus, if the ocean model were exactly correct for all periods, GRACE should not update the a priori estimate over the ocean. However, if the model were completely wrong, the processing should estimate large corrections. To the extent that the processing steps are linear, the sum of the a priori state from the model and estimated corrections should be the same in either case.

This can be demonstrated using two different releases of the GRACE gravity coefficients, which use very different reference ocean models. The initial release of the data (release 01) used a barotropic ocean model that had power mainly at periods less than 90 days [Ali and Zlotnicki, 2003; Flechtner, 2007]. This model is significantly different from OMCT, which is not only baroclinic but also has larger low-frequency variations. Although the original release 01 data are significantly less accurate than later releases over short wavelengths [Chambers, 2006b], they have similar accuracy over large basins, once several corrections are made to the data to account for larger errors in the degree 2, order 0 coefficient and a missing pole tide correction [Chambers, 2006a]. When averaged over the Pacific Ocean, the ocean models used for release 01 and release 04 have significantly different low-frequency variability (Figure 1a). The variance of the low-frequency OBP in the barotropic model used for release 01 is an order of magnitude smaller than that used from OMCT (0.4 mm\(^2\) versus 4 mm\(^2\)). The phasing of the interannual fluctuations is also significantly different. Despite using very different models in the processing, the low-frequency OBP signals from GRACE are not significantly different (Figure 1b). The correlation between the two estimates is 0.92, and the standard deviation of the difference is 1.2 mm, which is lower than the uncertainty on either time series (1.5 mm for release 04 versus 2 mm for release 01). Similar results hold for other large basins, like the Atlantic and Indian oceans (not shown). Thus, even if no a priori low-frequency OBP variability is modeled, the GRAE observations still recover it. Likewise, any erroneous low-frequency variability in the background model is unlikely to cause erroneous signals in the final GRACE results.

For the remainder of the study, we utilize the Center for Space Research release 04 data [Bettadpur, 2007], restoring the background ocean model using the coefficients supplied by the project [Flechtner, 2007]. As discussed in
previous papers [e.g., Chambers, 2006a; Willis et al., 2008], one also needs to correct the GRACE coefficients for GIA, geocenter, and errors in the degree 2, order 0 coefficient. The geocenter model we use is based on a combination of OMCT and mean ocean mass and hydrology variations from GRACE [Swenson et al., 2008]. We have previously demonstrated that including annual geocenter variations is necessary to estimate seasonal OBP from GRACE by comparison with steric-corrected altimetry [Chambers, 2006a]. Our new geocenter model (which includes seasonal and interannual variations) was used with GRACE and tested against an independent ocean model (not used in the geocenter estimate). We found that the new estimate decreased residual RMS significantly throughout the ocean compared to the previous annual-only estimate [Swenson et al., 2008, Figure 7]. This gives us some confidence that the model is improving OBP estimates. Correction for GIA is necessary because GRACE observes the secular gravitational trend of the solid Earth rebounding from the last glacial maximum, which is not related to ocean bottom pressure variations. The mean effect of the correction to GRACE over the oceans is equivalent to about 1 mm yr$^{-1}$ of OBP change globally and has an uncertainty of approximately 25%. The correction differs by 40–50% of the mean value for the Indian and Atlantic oceans and 10% for the Pacific. When a monthly global mean OBP is removed from the data to measure internal mass redistribution, a majority of the GIA correction (right or wrong) is removed as well. At most, the Atlantic and Indian oceans may have an error in the secular trend of 25% of ±0.5 mm yr$^{-1}$ (or ±0.12 mm yr$^{-1}$) due to the correction, but this is small compared to the observed interannual variability.

[11] In order to compute basin-scale mass variations, we utilize the method of averaging kernels multiplied by the GRACE gravity coefficients to determine total mass variations [e.g., Swenson and Wahr, 2002]. Since mass fluctuations are much smaller over the ocean than over the land, one has to be careful when using data near the ocean-land boundary to avoid leakage of land variations into the ocean. In a recent simulation [Chambers, 2009], we demonstrated that using kernels that mask the ocean within 300 km of continental shorelines minimizes the leakage from continental hydrology as well as Greenland and Antarctica ice sheet melting. We have utilized ocean kernels for the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans, as shown in Figure 2. We note that the global ocean kernel includes all the basins shown in Figure 2 as well as the Arctic Ocean (not shown). We have chosen not to include Arctic data in this analysis, since leakage from surrounding hydrology can be very large and must be carefully accounted for [Morison et al., 2007]. We did no additional smoothing on the GRACE coefficients, as we found in a simulation that any additional smoothing on release 04 quality data increased the leaked error from hydrology more than it reduced the GRACE errors when averaged over large ocean areas [Chambers, 2009]. The OBP variation measured by GRACE (and OMCT) contains signals from sources other than the internal mass redistribution, however. These signals arise from global temporal variations in ocean mass related to the water cycle (for GRACE) and to variations in the global mean atmospheric pressure over the ocean (GRACE and OMCT). It is straightforward to estimate and remove

**Figure 1.** Nonseasonal OBP variations averaged over the Pacific Ocean from (a) the ocean models used for release 01 (RL01) and release 04 (RL04) and (b) GRACE for the same releases. A mean seasonal sinusoid has been removed and a 5 month running mean has been applied to the residuals.

**Figure 2.** Basin area definitions used in this analysis: Pacific Ocean (red), Atlantic Ocean (blue), Indian Ocean including Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal (Green).
the monthly global mean of the GRACE and OMCT data from the basin-averaged time series in order to isolate the internal mass redistribution signal.

3. Results and Discussion

Before discussing the results of our analysis, we will discuss the rationale for the choice of basins averages. Stepanov and Hughes [2006] treated all the ocean area south of 35°S as one Southern Ocean basin and examined the exchange of mass between the entire Southern Ocean and the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Ocean basins north of 35°S. Other studies have shown all regions of the Southern Ocean to be significantly correlated at seasonal periods [e.g., Ponte, 1999], but it is not clear from these analyses or the one of Stepanov and Hughes [2006] whether the same holds for longer periods. To test this, we computed average ocean bottom pressure for the 3 sectors of the Southern Ocean from the recently released longer run of the OMCT dealiasing model (F. Flechtner, personal communication, 2008). We used monthly averages from January 1976 to December 2008 with 33 year trends removed. Removal of the trends was necessary because of very large (several cm yr⁻¹) linear drifts in some regions, which we assume were due to model drift. We low-pass filtered the time series by first estimating and removing the strongly correlated seasonal variations, then smoothing with a 13 month running mean. The results suggest that the average low-frequency OBP in

Figure 3. Low-pass filtered (>13 months) average OBP for the Atlantic sector (blue), Pacific sector (red), and Indian sector (green dashed) of the Southern Ocean (defined as all regions south of 35°S) computed from OMCT. The data were low-pass filtered by first estimating and removing seasonal sinusoids then smoothing the residuals with a 13 month running mean.

Figure 4. Low-pass filtered (>5 months) average OBP for the Atlantic sector (blue), Pacific sector (red), and Indian sector (green dashed) of the Southern Ocean computed from GRACE. The data were low-pass filtered by first estimating and removing seasonal sinusoids then smoothing the residuals with a 5 month running mean.
the three Southern Ocean sectors are not significantly positively correlated (Figure 3). The correlation between the Indian and Pacific sectors is significantly different than 0 but is still low at 0.33. The correlation between the Indian and Atlantic sectors is negative (−0.37), while the correlation between the Pacific and Atlantic sectors is very high and negative (−0.78). The correlation between the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean and the Atlantic north of the Southern Ocean, however, is 0.78. Thus, in OMCT, the various sectors of the Southern Ocean are not highly correlated for periods longer than 1 year, but the large-scale variations within the basin are.

Although these results are from a model and the correlations may be inflated because of nonlinear drifts, the short record of observations from GRACE suggests similar anticorrelated behavior between the three sectors at long-periods (Figure 4). There are not enough independent observations to compute correlations with high confidence, but only the Atlantic and Indian Ocean sectors have a correlation that is significantly different than 0, and it is negative (−0.63). Because of this, we will not treat the Southern Ocean as a separate basin but will include it in the three larger basins defined in Figure 2. Any mass exchange between the Southern Ocean and the Pacific north of the Southern Ocean [e.g., Stepanov and Hughes, 2006] will not be discernible. However, we will be able to quantify the exchange of mass between the three larger basins, which has not been examined previously.

Table 1. Estimated Seasonal Amplitude and Phase for Variations in Total Basin Mass Estimated From GRACE After Removing Global Ocean Mass Variation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basin</th>
<th>Annual Amplitude (Gt)</th>
<th>Annual Phase (deg)</th>
<th>Semiannual Amplitude (Gt)</th>
<th>Semiannual Phase (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>465 ± 80</td>
<td>44 ± 10</td>
<td>221 ± 80</td>
<td>201 ± 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td>535 ± 80</td>
<td>232 ± 8</td>
<td>136 ± 80</td>
<td>9 ± 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>22 ± 80</td>
<td>213 ± 214</td>
<td>78 ± 80</td>
<td>68 ± 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Annual and semiannual period sinusoids were fit to each time series from August 2002 until December 2008 along with a bias and trend using least squares. Phase (\(\phi\)) is in degrees relative to 1 January according to \(\text{Acos}(\omega t - \phi)\). Uncertainty is the 95% confidence level, based on monthly errors for gravity coefficients reported by the project, leakage errors based on a simulation [Chambers, 2009], and uncertainty of the mean mass signal that was removed.
The mean seasonal interbasin exchange of mass, while significant, explains only 35–40% of the total variance of the basin-scale mass fluctuations. When the residuals relative to a seasonal fit are plotted after low-pass filtering with a 5 month running mean (Figure 6), we find significant interannual exchange of mass between the Atlantic and Indian oceans with the Pacific. The magnitude of the largest interannual variation is of the same order as the seasonal amplitude. If the correlation between each basin average time series and maps of OBP variability from GRACE are computed (Figure 7), one finds that large areas of each basin have interannual variability that is in phase with the basin average. This suggests that the fluctuation truly is large-scale and not reflective of very large variability in one isolated area. It is also interesting to note the significant correlation between the Indian Ocean and Atlantic Ocean, and the significant negative correlation between the Pacific and Atlantic/Indian oceans. Not all regions have significant correlation with the basin average, however, especially in the Pacific. It has been demonstrated that there is large mass redistribution within the Pacific [e.g., Stepanov and Hughes, 2006] that can mask a weaker, long-wavelength fluctuation.

Although GRACE and OMCT observe average exchanges of mass in each basin at nearly the same time (Figure 8), the observed variations are generally higher than those modeled. For instance, the interannual mass gains in the Pacific in 2005 and 2007 observed by GRACE are about 30% higher than simulated by the model. In 2005, this is caused by nearly equal amounts of mass loss from the Atlantic and Indian Ocean at the same time. Although the model simulated the Atlantic variation fairly accurately, it underestimated the Indian Ocean change by nearly 50%. In early 2007, there was a large decrease in ocean mass in the Atlantic that was not simulated by the model. At the same time, GRACE observed a multiyear loss of mass from the Indian Ocean that is not reflected in the model. The smaller interannual variation in 2004 is also different: GRACE observes a later loss in Atlantic Ocean mass than simulated by the model, which causes a slight phase shift in the Pacific gain. Although it appears that there might be a longer-term trend in the mass exchange after early 2005, especially in the Indian Ocean, the interannual fluctuations are far too large to quantify if such a trend exists with any certainty. Overall, OMCT explains about 70–80% of the variance observed by GRACE in the Atlantic and Pacific but only 33% in the Indian Ocean.

One can estimate the change in net transport needed to sustain these interannual fluctuations and compare them to the seasonal transport changes [e.g., Ponte, 1999]. The transport needed for the mean seasonal exchange between the Atlantic and the Pacific is approximately $32,000 \text{ m}^3\text{s}^{-1}$, or 0.03 Sv. A fluctuation of only half of this for 1 year could cause the observed interannual fluctuations in 2005 and 2007. Small imbalances in flow through the Bering Straits, the Indonesian Throughflow, the Drake Passage, or in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current could easily account for such small changes in mass exchange between the basins. These subtle and very small imbalances are impossible to measure and difficult to model, although OMCT appears to be getting the signal correct at the 70% level for the Pacific and Atlantic but only 30% for the Indian Ocean. It was originally proposed that such small transports could be determined if GRACE could measure OBP accurately enough. This study confirms this is possible, although it is still impossible to pinpoint the source of the change with GRACE data alone.

We cannot examine variations in interbasin mass exchange at periods longer than 3 to 4 years with the current time series from GRACE. However, we have used the GRACE data to verify that the OMCT model predicts

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Basin & Annual Amplitude (Gt) & Annual Phase (deg) & Semiannual Amplitude (Gt) & Semiannual Phase (deg) \\
\hline
Atlantic & 579 ± 60 & 34 ± 6 & 117 ± 61 & 230 ± 30 \\
Pacific & 635 ± 85 & 215 ± 8 & 50 ± 85 & 327 ± 97 \\
Indian & 108 ± 37 & 218 ± 19 & 19 ± 36 & 132 ± 112 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Estimated Seasonal Amplitude and Phase for Variations in Total Basin Mass Estimated From the Ocean Model Used in Background Processing After Removing Monthly Spatial Mean$^a$}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{a}Uncertainties are formal errors only.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6}
\caption{Nonseasonal total mass anomaly for the Atlantic Ocean (blue) and Pacific Ocean (red), and Indian Ocean (green dashed) observed by (a) GRACE and (b) OMCT. A mean seasonal sinusoid has been removed and a 5 month running mean has been applied to the residuals. Data have been referenced to the mean from January 2003 to December 2005.}
\end{figure}
the general periodicity of mass exchange between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, albeit with some attenuation of the peaks. In addition, some small but significant interannual differences occur between model and observations in the Indian Ocean. Nevertheless, the agreement suggests that we can use the longer run of OMCT from 1976 to investigate possible mass exchanges on longer time scales. After removing the mean seasonal variation and smoothing with a 13 month running mean (Figure 9), the model predicts exchanges of up to 600 Gt in 3 years during several periods (1979–1981, 1995–1998, 2003–2007). Perhaps more striking, however, is the large exchange of mass from the Pacific to the Atlantic between 1977 and 1995 that reversed between 1995 and 2008. The average transport required to sustain this exchange would be 0.001 Sv.

[20] Although the GRACE observations have verified the existence of at least 3 year fluctuations, it will be difficult to
verify whether the model predictions for longer periods are real in the short term. It may be possible to examine such an exchange with long tide gauge records, as the predicted 2 decade change would cause an approximately 9 mm rise in the Atlantic and 4 mm drop in the Pacific, leading to a sea level difference between the basins of 13 mm. This may be difficult to detect in individual tide gauge records, as they may contain other decadal signals of similar magnitude.

Figure 8. Same as Figure 6, except comparing GRACE (red) and OMCT (blue) time series for each basin: (a) Atlantic, (b) Pacific, and (c) Indian Ocean.
However, by examining yearly averages of satellite altimetry and tide gauge data corrected for steric fluctuations [e.g., Willis et al., 2004], it may be possible to isolate the basin-scale mass exchange, provided there are no long-term systematic errors (e.g., drifts, sampling error) in any of the data sets.

4. Conclusions

Previous studies have pointed out exchanges of mass between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans at seasonal periods [e.g., Stammer et al., 1996; Ponte, 1999] and the Southern Ocean and Pacific for periods of 100 days or more [Stepanov and Hughes, 2006]. However, a closer examination of model output and GRACE data indicates interannual exchanges also exist and are not confined to an exchange between the Southern Ocean and Pacific. From 2003 to 2008, there were at least three fluctuations over a year or longer with peak exchanges that were the same size as the mean seasonal variation. Although an ocean model simulated the periodicity of the mass exchanges well, the simulated amplitudes of the seasonal exchange were about 25% smaller than observed by GRACE. GRACE also observes much larger interannual mass variations in the Indian Ocean that are correlated with the Atlantic Ocean, unlike the model, which predicts very small interannual variations in the Indian Ocean. This leads to a 40% larger mass gain in the Pacific than simulated.

This is the first direct observation of such a low-frequency exchange of ocean mass from one basin to another. This may be the source of the 2 year trend Stammer et al. [1996] noted in their analysis of a short model run. The fact that such variations exist has important implications in studies of deep ocean transport and sea level. For instance, what is the source of the approximate 2 year fluctuations in mass exchange we have observed between 2005 and 2007? Is it caused by a change in transport in one area (e.g., the Antarctic Circumpolar Current) or a change at multiple locations like the Bering Straits and the Indonesian Throughflow? This will be a difficult question to answer in the near term.

There is evidence of a steady loss of mass from the Indian Ocean from 2006 through 2009. A linear trend fit over this interval explains nearly 70% of the variance. It will be interesting to see if this continues, or whether it reverses in the next year. A long run of OMCT suggests that mass exchanges can last for up to 2 decades. Although the same signal will be present in sea level records, it will be small compared to steric signals and may be difficult to detect. We hope that GRACE continues for several more years and is followed by a similar type of mission without a long gap, so the existence of such long period fluctuations can be tested using observations.
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